What is the psychology behind this insidious trend? What can one do when one's library materials are chal lenged either by members of the com munity or by administrators? Who can one call upon for help? Most impor tant, how can this problem be avoided altogether, or defused when it does occur? This paper contains the answers to all of these questions. In addition, it suggests how to actually begin writing a policy for materials selection which contains the mechanisms for dealing with attacks on our First Amendment freedoms.
Background
Anne Frank: Diary of a Young Girl is prominent on the list· of the 33 most fre quently challenged books in U.S. libraries, in good company with such acknowl edged classics as The Adventures of Huckleberry Fi nn and The Catcher in the Rye (Hulsizer, 1989, p. 5) . Extremists on both ends of the political and social spec trum have designated these and too many others as unsuitable for a variety of reasons, and their purpose is to remove them or restrict their circulation in libraries. In fact, anything that does not Hilton Hotel, June 22, 1993. conform to their political or social agen das can be attacked and challenged, and often is. Poetry, films, and plays-not to mention items on sex education and drug abuse prevention-are continually on the firing line. In 1992, People for the Ameri can Way, a civil liberties monitoring orga nization founded by TV producer Norman Lear in the early 1980s, reported 173 challenges to school library materials alone, up from 70 the previous year (At tacks on the Freedom to Learn, 1991 Learn, -1992 . These statistics reflect only those challenges monitored by People for The American Way; other organizations concern themselves with censorship as well.
*Based on a presentation at the 28th Annual Convention of the Association of Jewish Libraries, held at the New York
Although intellectual freedom is protected by Amendments 1 and 14 of the United States Constitution, examples of flagrant disregard for these basic principles of democracy are increasingly frequent. Wit ness the following example: the school superintendent/principal of the only school in Young, Arizona, ordered the school librarian to "get rid of" a number of books in the library which he deemed "unsuit able" and which "promoted unacceptable life-styles." Among topics represented were teen suicide, child abuse, and date rape. He did not stop there, however. He asked teachers to incorporate the Bible and Christian teachings and principles (without non-Christian influences) into the curriculum and to teach Anne Frank: Diary of a Young Girl as fiction! He was subsequently found to have ties to known hate groups that particularly target Jews (Attacks on the Freedom to Learn, 1991 Learn, -1992 Attacks in the schools tend to reflect a political agenda as well. Efforts to ban AIDS education often reflect an intoler ance of homosexuality. Challenges to classic works of literature frequently are grounded in a fundamental disagree ment over the presentation of informa tion or experiences at odds with the objector's own world view.
It is the diversity in American society that challengers find threatening, and they respond by attempting to impose on America a sectarian-based homo geneity. In the instance of the public schools, the classroom is not seen as an appropriate forum for a vigorous and healthy clash of views and ideas. 
